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This is another in a series of Special Updates to give you an overview of what is going on with the “bear 

market” in stocks AND to some degree in bonds.  The first 8+ months of this year has seen a downward trend 

for both. It is counter to the long-standing idea: when stocks go down, bonds go up. 

I JUST NEED TO POINT OUT AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS THAT I DO NOT WANT TO 

SUGGEST THIS UPDATE WILL PROVIDE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ANY ONE OR ALL 

OF THE CLIENTS RECEIVING IT.  I WILL SIMPLY BE TRYING TO CONVEY MY “MOOD” AT THIS 

POINT IN TIME WHICH MAY CAUSE ME TO MAKE DISCRETIONARY MOVES IN CLIENT 

ACCOUNTS.  

PLEASE CALL THE OFFICE TO DISCUSS ANY CONCERNS YOU HAVE. 

 
 

 



You have seen this chart before, I use it in each of my quarterly newsletters. It 

specifically shows the percent of stocks in the S&P100 index (^OEX) trading ABOVE their 

200-day moving average over the last 18 months or so.  Since the first of these Special Updates, 

the trend of weakening stock market strength continues to deteriorate.  For much of the month 

of August, the stock market tried to mount a rebound from the low in June.  We can see that the 

peak “participation” of rising stocks that occurred in the middle of August did not exceed the 

prior peak participation in late March.  Simply stated, the “downtrend” in the S&P100 index is 

still intact.  We now see a low level of 19 as of close of business, 9-16-22, as I write this. 

As I have indicated in the past, to determine that an uptrend may be starting and offer an 

opportunity to buy stocks with some confidence, it would take the next “bottom” portrayed in 

the graph to occur at a HIGHER level than the low point in late June. As of now, if the red 

“squiggly” line on the graph, now at a “19” reading on the right-hand scale, would turn up (a 

new obvious change of direction) at a percentage above 15 (mid-June low) it may well indicate 

that the OEX could be starting a longer lasting upturn. 

 From research I get on the “cyclical” nature of markets, the price cycles are indicating the 

general down-trend is still in place for both stocks and bonds.  But it is also true that it is 

virtually impossible to “pick” the perfect LOW/BOTTOM.  I am now going to TEST your 

MATH/GRAPH SKILLS:  1.  Look at the graph (red squiggly line), 2. Note that in July it 

peaked out at a level near 98 on the right-hand scale and it was ABOVE both the red line and 

the blue line.  As this graph began to decline the blue line stayed very close to the squiggly red 

line but the solid red line stayed well above the squiggly red line.  I.E. it is much easier for the 

squiggly red line to rise above the blue line than it is to rise above the solid red line. 

 In summary, it will take much more than lots of stocks going above their own 

respective “blue” lines to convince us to get generally aggressive buying stocks.  We will 

continue to nibble on some alternatives to traditional stock and bond funds in a few 

investments primarily focused on higher yields/dividends. 
 

To contact us via email, you can go directly to my website at www.iplan4u.com and click on the “Contact Us” tab. 
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